3M GENERAL OFFICES -- CATALOG 6065...Y-MOUNT ARTIST ADHESIVE - ADHESIVE

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
NSN: 8040001711535
Manufacturer's CAGE: 76381
Part No. Indicator: C
Part Number/Trade Name: CATALOG 6065 SPRAY-MOUNT ARTIST ADHESIVE
===============================================================================

General Information

Item Name: ADHESIVE
Company's Name: 3M GENERAL OFFICES
Company's Street: 3M CENTER
Company's City: ST PAUL
Company's State: MN
Company's Country: US
Company's Zip Code: 55144-1000
Company's Emerg Ph #: 612-733-1110
Company's Info Ph #: 612-733-1110
Record No. For Safety Entry: 006
Tot Safety Entries This Stk#: 006
Status: SMJ
Date MSDS Prepared: 15SEP94
Safety Data Review Date: 15JUN95
MSDS Serial Number: BXXJP
===============================================================================

Ingredients/Identity Information

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 01

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 02

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 03

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 04

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 05

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 06

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 07

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 08

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 09

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 10

Proprietary: YES
Ingredient: PROPRIETARY
Ingredient Sequence Number: 11

Physical/Chemical Characteristics

Appearance And Odor: LIQUID IN AEROSOL, CLEAR; SWEET/FRUITY ODOR.
Boiling Point: SUPDAT
Vapor Pressure (MM Hg/70 F): SUPDAT
Vapor Density (Air=1): 2.97
Specific Gravity: 0.640 (H*2O=1)
Evaporation Rate And Ref: 1.90 (H*2O=1)
Solubility In Water: NIL
Percent Volatiles By Volume: 90
pH: N/A

Fire and Explosion Hazard Data

Flash Point: -50F,-46C
Flash Point Method: TCC
Lower Explosive Limit: N/A
Upper Explosive Limit: FLAMM GAS
Extinguishing Media: CARBON DIOXIDE, DRY CHEMICAL, FOAM.
Special Fire Fighting Proc: USE NIOSH/MSHA APPRVD SCA & FULL PROT
EQUIP (FP N) INCL BUNKER COAT & PANTS, BANDS AROUND ARMS, WAIST & LEGS, FACE
MASK & PROT COVERING FOR EXPOS AREAS OF HEAD.
Unusual Fire And Expl Hazards: CLOSED CONTAINERS EXPOSED TO HEAT FROM FIRE
MAY BUILD PRESSURE & EXPLODE. VAPORS MAY TRAVEL LONG DISTANCES ALONG
GROUND/FLOOR TO IGNITION SOURCE & FLASH BACK.

Reactivity Data

Stability: YES
Cond To Avoid (Stability): HEAT.
Materials To Avoid: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Hazardous Decomp Products: CARBON MONOXIDE & CARBON DIOXIDE. TOXIC VAPORS,
GASES OR PARTICULATE.
Hazardous Poly Occur: NO
Conditions To Avoid (Poly): NOT RELEVANT

Health Hazard Data

LD50/LC50 Mixture: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Route Of Entry - Inhalation: YES
Route Of Entry - Skin: NO
Route Of Entry - Ingestion: YES
Health Haz Acute And Chronic: EYES:MOD IRRIT: SIGNS/SYMPS CAN INCL
REDNESS, SWELL, PAIN, TEARING & HAZY VISION. SKIN:MILD IRRIT (AFTER PRLNG/
RPTD CNCTC): SIGNS/SYMPS CAN INCL REDNESS, SWELL & ITCH. INHAL: INTENTIONAL
CONC & INHAL MAY BE HARMFUL/FATAL. CNS DEPRESS: SIGNS/SYMPS CAN INCL HDCH,
DIZZ, DROW, INCOORDINATION, SLOWED RXN (EFTS OF OVEREXP)
Carcinogenicity - NTP: NO
Carcinogenicity - IARC: NO
Carcinogenicity - OSHA: NO
Explanation Carcinogenicity: NOT RELEVANT
Signs/Symptoms Of Overexp: HLTH HAZ:TIME, SLURRED SPEECH, GIDD & UNCON.
IRRIT (UPPER RESP): SIGNS/SYMPS CAN INCL SORENNESS OF NOSE & THROAT, COUGH &
SNEEZING. INGEST: NOT LIKELY ROUTE OF EXPOS. WHILE FOLLOWING EFT IS ASSOC
W/ONE OR MORE INGRDS OF PROD & IS REQD TO BE INCL ON MSDS BY OSHA, IT IS
NOT EXPECTED EFT DURING FORESEEABLE USE OF (SUPDAT)
Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Emergency/First Aid Proc: EYES: IMMED FLUSH EYES W/LG AMTS OF WATER FOR AT
LEAST 15 MIN. GET IMMED MED ATTN. SKIN: FLUSH SKIN W/LG AMTS OF WATER. IF
IRRIT PERSISTS, GET MED ATTN. INHAL: REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. IF NOT BRTHG,
GIVE ARTF RESP. IF BRTHG IS DFCLT, GET IMMED MED ATTN. INGEST: DO NOT
INDUCE VOMITTING. DRINK TWO GLASSES OF WATER. CALL MD.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

Steps If Matl Released/Spill: REFER TO OTHER SECTIONS OF MSDS FOR INFO
REGARDING PHYSICAL & HLTH HAZS, RESP PROT, VENT & PERSONAL PROT EQUIP. CALL
612-733-1110 OR 612-733-6100 FOR 24-HR SPILL ASSISTANCE. VENT AREA. EXTING
ALL IGNIT SOURCES. COVER W/ABSORB MTL. COLLECT (ING 8)
Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Waste Disposal Method: INCIN IN PERMITTED HAZ WASTE INCIN IN PRESENCE OF
COMBUST MATL. FACILITY MUST BE CAPABLE OF HNDLG AEROSOL CANS. DISPOSE OF
EMPTY CANS IN SANITARY LANDFILL. DSP OF WASTE PROD IN FACILITY PERMITTED
TO ACCEPT CHEM WASTE. SINCE REGS VARY. (ING 9)
Precautions-Handling/Storing: STORE AT TEMPERATURES BELOW 120F (49C). KEEP
OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
Other Precautions: AEROSOL CNTNR CONTAINS FLAMMABLE GAS UNDER PRESS. KEEP
AWAY FROM HEAT. SPARKS, OPEN FLAME & OTHER SOURCES OF IGNIT. EXTREMELY
FLAMM LIQ & VAP. DO NOT PIERCE OR BURN CONTAINER, EVEN AFTER USE. AVOID
STATIC DISCHARGE.

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: AVOID PRNG BRTHG OF VAPS, MISTS/SPRAY. SELECT ONE
OF FOLLOWING NIOSH/MSHA APPROVED RESPIRATORS BASED ON AIRBORNE
CONCENTRATION OF CONTAMINANTS & IN ACCORDANCE WITH OSHA REGULATIONS: HALF-
MASK ORGANIC VAPOR RESPIRATOR.
Ventilation: USE IN WELL-VENT AREA. PROVIDE SUFFICIENT VENT TO MAINTAIN
EMISSIONS BELOW RECM EXPOS LIMS. IF EXHST VENT IS (ING 10)
Protective Gloves: POLYETHYLENE/ETHYLENE VINYL (ING 11)
Eye Protection: ANSI APPRVD CHEM WORKERS GOGGLES (FP N).
Other Protective Equipment: EYEWASH FOUNTAIN & DELUGE SHOWER MEETING ANSI
DESIGN CRITERIA (FP N).
Work Hygienic Practices: DO NOT INGEST. AVOID SKIN & EYE CONTACT.
Suppl. Safety & Health Data: USERS OF "L" VERSION SHOULD CONSULT "LR"
VERSION FOR ADDNL INFO (FP N). BP: COMPRESSED GAS. VP: COMPRESSED GAS. EFTS
OF OVEREXP. PROD. INGEST MAY CAUSE IRRIT OF GI TISS: SIGNS/SYMPS CAN INCL
PAIN, VOMITING, ABDOM TENDERNESS, NAUS, BLOOD IN VOMITUS & IN FECES.

Transportation Data

Disposal Data

Label Data

Label Required: YES
Technical Review Date: 15JUN95
Label Date: 05JUN95
Label Status: G
Common Name: CATALOG 6065 SPRAY-MOUNT ARTIST ADHESIVE
Chronic Hazard: NO
Signal Word: DANGER!
Acute Health Hazard-Moderate: X
Contact Hazard-Moderate: X
Fire Hazard-Severe: X
Reactivity Hazard-None: X
MODERATE IRRITATION WITH REDNESS, SWELLING, PAIN, TEARING AND HAZY VISION.
INTENTIONAL CONCENTRATION & INHALATION MAY BE HARMFUL OR FATAL. CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSION WITH HEADACHE, DIZZINESS, DROWSINESS,
INCOORDINATION, SLOWED REACTION TIME, SLURRED SPEECH, GIDDINESS AND
UNCONSCIOUSNESS. UPPER RESPIRATORY IRRITATION WITH SORENESS OF NOSE AND
THROAT, COUGHING AND SNEEZING. CHRONIC: NONE LISTED BY MANUFACTURER.
Protect Eye: Y
Protect Skin: Y
Protect Respiratory: Y
Label Name: 3M GENERAL OFFICES
Label Street: 3M CENTER
Label City: ST PAUL
Label State: MN
Label Zip Code: 55144-1000
Label Country: US
Label Emergency Number: 612-733-1110